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However, Claire knew very well in his heart that with his current strength and ability, it was
impossible to cooperate with the Moore Group on a project with a total investment of tens of
billions.

The overall strength of her current company is still far from the scale of a large design
company. In addition, she still has the Emgrand Group project on hand, so the energy that can
be divided is even more limited.

The tens of billions of projects that Jasmine put out, Claire estimated that he would be able
to eat at most one-fifth.

However, even one-fifth. It’s also a very big piece of cake.

The design fee alone is more than 40 million yuan.

Just when Claire was so excited about it, Jasmine, who was opposite her, thought. But how to
bring the topic to Charlie, without letting Claire have any suspicions, and ask the questions he
wanted to ask.

So she asked Claire: “Mrs. wade, look at these projects of the Moore Froup, can your company
cooperate?”

Claire said earnestly: “Miss Moore. Our company can do all these projects, but I’m not quite
sure. Do you want to start these projects at the same time?”

Jasmine explained: “These projects are basically ready to be launched one after another, but
for so many projects, given the actual start time of each project, the timeline should be pulled
to about half a year or even a year. It is convenient for Mrs. wade to arrange your time and
energy reasonably.

Otherwise, if all these projects are launched in a very intensive time period, I am afraid that
you will not be too busy.”

Claire was originally worried that his company did not have enough manpower and energy to
eat so many cooperative projects in one bite, but if according to Jasmine’s words, these
projects will be launched in six months to one year.

You can have plenty of time to line up your troops.

In this way, it may not be impossible to follow all of these projects, or take the next half.

So she asked Jasmine: “Miss Moore. Are you going to take out all these projects and
cooperate with us?”



“Yes.” Jasmine said very generously: “As long as Mrs. wade is interested, all projects can be
handed over to your company. If you can do it yourself, then you can do it yourself; if you can’t
do it yourself , That can be subcontracted to others, and then you can make a difference in the
middle.”

Claire really didn’t expect Jasmine to be so generous. In the past, every Party B company had
to fight for share in such projects. Just like the previous wilson Group, in order to get the
Emgrand Group’s 30,000 project, the entire family had to hold a mobilization meeting, and no
one had any hope deep in their hearts.

However, Jasmine directly sent such a large share directly to Claire, which made her feel a
little overwhelmed. After all, this is no longer a pie in the sky, this is a diamond in the sky.

then. She was a little bewildered and asked: “Miss Moore, your gift is too heavy, I… I am so
ashamed…”

Jasmine smiled and said, “Mrs. wade, you and I must not be so polite. Master Wade has helped
our family many times and even saved my life. My grandfather and I owe him a lot of favor. So
these projects only Mrs. wade, you think it’s okay, I can leave it to you to do it.”

Claire asked in astonishment: “Miss Moore, you said my husband saved your life? Why have I
never heard him mention it.”
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